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‘I Missed my Mother’
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Text

The camera cannot
do the job alone
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Karen Knorr. 1979-91. Belgravia.
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Paul Seawright. 1988. Sectarian Murder.
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Between 1975 and 1979 the Khmer Rouge killed an estimated 2 million people in their attempt to create an agrarian
society cleansed of urban intelligentsia. Forty years later the Genocide’s devastating impact on Cambodian society still
resonates, and personal stories remain untold.

Our collective memory is driven by the ‘mug shots’ of victims at the Tuol Sleng torture facility and the skulls from the
Choeung Ek Killing Fields.Those accused were meticulously photographed, tortured until they confessed, and then killed.

The camera was in effect their executioner.

Yet there are almost 20,000 mainly unmarked grave sites across the forests. The story of the Genocide is today buried
in an anonymous landscape.

Despite its power to judge, the camera also has limitations in telling such complex stories.

How can we condense Genocide into a short series of contemporary images? How do we show bodies not there?
How do we best communicate intense, horrific stories of survivors without falling foul of triteness and trope?
And most importantly, how can we get an audience to ‘look again’ at events long past?

UNFINISHED STORIES tells the personal accounts of Cambodian friends who have never spoken out before. It
combines a photograph which illustrates the strange phenomenology of the now often beautiful landscape with a
quotation from their traumatic experience.

The aim is to hold the viewer’s attention for quiet study, in a manner which has a long photographic pedigree.

The Khmer language is used to respect the storyteller whilst also anchoring the geographic location of communal
suffering. English aids the Western audience.

This series, in chronological order of events, combines present-day photographs of that historical landscape of death,
made real with narratives of personal pain in that same landscape.
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RPS Fellowship
The Process
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•The Idea
• Body of  Work
•Get Advice – draft statement & work
•Written feedback
•Respond
•Get Advice – final statement & work
•Written Feedback
• Submit

•Assessment online - 4 Fellows on panel
•Anonymous feedback
• Success announced on the spot
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• Very emotive – we feel the horror
• At first confused where landscape was (England?) but then I was ‘saw’
• Nature has concealed (the horror)
• Use of text creates more a juxtaposition which is more than 1+1 
• Very powerful
• Would love to see in print
• The battle of the past and the present 

• Painfully beautiful
• Important and complex subject
• Successfully executed and entirely appropriate 

• A panel of pain
• Text makes the pain worse – makes the work stronger
• ‘I could not do anything’
• Nature takes over - uncontrollable
• Positive work on a terrible history

• Powerful and emotive statement – addresses limitation of the camera
• Meets every criteria
• Infrared creates beauty and detail in landscape
• Viewer can spend time to study each image, and finds more
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• What an undertaking
• Was concerned about infrared and present day, but it works so well to create new beauty
• Pictures would normally be dark, but this is different
• Khmer script is beautiful in its own right
• Works even without the statement
• Hits you like a smack in the head
• You do pause and study each image

• A delicate tribute to the victims
• Images show defiance
• All images are strong in their own right
• First and last images very strong
• Creates a vision of hope
• The complete opposite of the expected ‘panel of darkness’ on such a subject
• Beautiful panel
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